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Why take advantage of Kaplan’s Online Prep?

The Most Personalized Prep
Kaplan’s online prep generates a customized study plan  
based on your diagnostic results and continually adapts  
the plan based on your progress throughout the course.

The Ultimate in Convenience
Access your online resources from any of your mobile  
devices: smartphones, tablets, and laptops.  
Take quizzes, watch video lessons, take full-length 
practice tests, and review Smart Reports. It’s now easier  
than ever to get a great score.

Unmatched Expertise
With 75 years of experience and online lessons delivered by
expert teachers,  Kaplan’s proven methods and strategies will  
help you get your best score on Test Day.

$299

$199

Kaplan’s online prep courses for the PSAT, SAT and ACT are self-

paced programs designed to raise your score in time for Test Day. 

With this flexible and convenient option, you can prep on your 

own schedule with 24/7 access via all mobile devices. 

SAT or ACT On Demand includes:

✓ Instructional videos for every tested topic

✓ 4 full-length Practice Tests

✓ 1,000+ practice questions

✓ Access to Smart Reports™

✓ 24/7 access to resources

PSAT On Demand includes:

✓ Instructional videos for every tested topic

✓ 2 full-length Practice Tests

✓ 800+ practice questions

✓ Access to Smart Reports™

✓ 24/7 access to resources

Take Advantage 
of all 3 programs 

for FREE!  
(a $797 value) 

FREE! 

Looking for a more comprehensive option? Check out our SAT or ACT Classroom Course—$699  
18-hour on site course led by an expert teacher

SAT® is a trademark registered and/or owned by the College Board, which was not involved in the production of, and does not endorse, this product. ACT® is a registered trademark of ACT, Inc. PSAT/
NMSQT® is a registered trademark of the College Board and the National Merit Scholarship Corporation which were not involved in the production of, and do not endorse, this product.  †We issue new 
codes several times a year. If this code does not work for you, please ask your guidance counselor for a new code.
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